
1080P 2CH Wi-Fi Anti-File
Corruption

Thermal
Protection

Smart File
Management

Full HD Recording
Capture sharp and clear 1080p videos of 
your daily commutes with improved contrast 
and accurate color balance whether it’s night 
or day, thanks to WDR technology

Wi-Fi Connectivity
Wi-Fi connectivity lets you adjust dash cam 
settings or download footage instantly with 
the THINKWARE DASH CAM LINK 
smartphone app for Android and iOS so you 
can share footage

ADAS with the optional GPS 
Antenna
The Advanced Driver Assistance System 
(ADAS) can alert the driver of potential 
forward collisions, lane departures, and front 
vehicle departures 

Time Lapse Parking Mode
Time Lapse in Parking Surveillance mode 
records footage at 2fps to give you 
continuous and uninterrupted surveillance 
coverage of your parked vehicle while 
keeping power consumption at a minimum

Rear View Camera
Add the optional 1080p rear view camera to your 
F200 PRO for all-around 2-channel protection so 
you can capture tailgaters and other incidents 
unfolding behind your vehicle

Speed and Red Light 
Camera Alerts
Pair the dash cam with the optional GPS antenna 
and be notified of upcoming speed and red light 
camera alerts to avoid potential traffic tickets

Parking Surveillance Mode
With hardwiring installation, enjoy parking 
protection against potential mishaps and 
hit-and-runs by capturing footage when an impact 
or motion is detected (Optional hardwiring cable 
accessory sold separately)

Energy Saving Parking Mode
In Energy Saving mode, the dash cam is on 
standby and initiates recording only if an impact 
is detected. This allows the dash cam to conserve 
battery life and increase up to 2 times the total 
duration of Parking Surveillance mode.



Dash Cam Mount Adhesive
Cable Clips

12V
Power Cable

16GB MicroSD 
Card with
Adapter

Quick Start
Guide

/ Warranty

External GPS
Antenna

Hardwiring
Cable

Rear Camera
FHD(1080p)

IR Camera
FHD(1080p)
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